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IS THIS BOOK RIGHT FOR ME?
Not quite sure if this ebook is right for you? See the below description to determine if
your level matches the content you are about to read.

INTRODUCTORY
Introductory content is for marketers who are new to the subject.
This content typically includes step-by-step instructions on how
to get started with this aspect of inbound marketing and learn its
fundamentals. Read our introductory ebook “An Introduction to
Lead Nurturing.”

INTERMEDIATE

This ebook!

Intermediate content is for marketers who are familiar with the
subject but have only basic experience in executing strategies and

HubSpot’s All-in-One
Marketing Software
... brings your whole marketing world together in one, powerful, integrated system.

Get Found: Help prospects find you online
Convert: Nurture your leads and drive conversions
Analyze: Measure and improve your marketing
Plus more apps and integrations

tactics on the topic. This content typically covers the fundamentals
and moves on to reveal more complex functions and examples.
After reading it, you will feel comfortable leading projects with this
aspect of inbound marketing.
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Advanced content is for marketers who are, or want to be, experts
on the subject. In it, we walk you through advanced features of
this aspect of inbound marketing and help you develop complete
Share This Ebook!

mastery of the subject. After reading it, you will feel ready not only
to execute strategies and tactics, but also to teach others how to
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be successful.
www.Hubspot.com
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Generating leads is only half the
battle—you need to find a way to
pull them down the sales funnel.

More and more, businesses are finding email strategies are worth their
time. According to a recent DMA study, 75% of marketers are using email

”

Raising brand awareness, driving traffic to your website, and creating
content that will inspire prospects to fill out a lead capture form isn’t an easy
task. The toughest part for marketers is that generating leads is only half the
battle! Once a prospect has become a lead, it’s your job to find a way to pull
them down the sales funnel. As you may have read in our introductory lead

marketing more than they were three years ago. This is partially because
advancements in marketing automation have made the process simpler,
but also because targeted email sends are effective in converting leads to
customers. Lead nurturing, the automated series of emails sent to an earlystage lead, is a crucial driver of an efficient sales cycle.

		

lead nurturing emails get

4-10X the response rate of 			
		
Standalone email blasts

nurturing ebook, lead nurturing is the linchpin in the process of converting
leads into customers.
In this ebook you’ll gain a deeper understanding of successful lead nurturing
and best practices that will inspire leads to become more invested in your
company. Understanding workflows, segmentation, marketing automation,
and integration with other aspects of your marketing will strengthen your
lead nurturing campaigns and, ultimately, generate more customers for your
company.
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Lead nurturing emails get 4 -10 times the response rate of standalone
email blasts, according to a Silverpop/DemandGen report. This piece of
data demonstrates the power of targeting the right content to the right
group and at the right time. Purchase decisions take time. In fact, research
from Gleanster suggests that even when it comes to qualified leads, more
than 50% of leads aren’t ready to buy on the day of first conversion. Your
marketing team invests a lot of time into attracting leads, lead nurturing can
help prevent them from slipping away.
Share This Ebook!
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Not all of your leads will become
customers—and that’s okay.

”

Non-purchasing nurtured leads can become ambassadors and evangelists for your brand, increase
your search rank, help grow your social reach and build thought leadership. The more followers you

g

have, the more opportunity there is for your content to be shared with potential new leads that will
eventually purchase, especially if there are industry influencers in your network.

* $

q
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CHAPTER 1

guidelines
on lead
nurturing
segmentation

While these influencers might never purchase your product or service, they can help initiate comarketing partnerships, put in a good word with investors, and provide introductions to other
influencers, bloggers, and experts in your industry. Don’t discount nurtured leads that do not buy;
they are still a valuable resource for your company’s success.
Share This Ebook!
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use landing page analytics
		segmented emails get		

50%

		more clicks than blasts.

In order to determine what content should go to what segment, you need
to be aware of the special powers of your marketing offers. Broader offers,
for instance, are great at attracting a lot of visitors to your website and
presenting you as an industry thought leader. An example of such an offer

According to a study from MarketingSherpa, segmented emails get

would be HubSpot’s popular ebook “How to Use Pinterest for Business.”

50% more clicks than their untargeted counterparts! Lead nurturing’s
biggest strength is that the content can be targeted based on previous
behavior. Emails should be sequential in guiding the lead toward purchase.
Remember that the email recipient has already interacted with your brand at
least once, no need to do too much reintroduction.
The sends should be enticing, encouraging recipients to revisit your website
and get in front of more branded content. Depending on how they first

e

1

Offer that

Offer that gets

gets people

people closer

to know you

to paying you

converted, a lead could be interested in blog articles, downloadable ebooks
and, eventually, a free trial or demo of your product. So...

how do decide what content to use
for your lead nurturing campaign?

Share This Ebook!
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Offers that are tightly related to your product or service, on the other hand,
should do a better job of converting new leads into buying customers. An
example of such an offer would be a free demo request of the HubSpot
software. So you need to start by identifying a few powerful offers and map
them to a lead nurturing campaign based on their strengths.

Share This Ebook!
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The HubSpot all-in-one marketing software includes landing page analytics
that give you access to insights that will help you identify the content for
your lead nurturing campaigns. You can not only see which landing pages
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segment based on other
than form submissions

performed best in terms of visits and submissions, but you can also dig

What if someone visited your website but didn’t fill out a landing page? Can

deeper into which landing pages brought in the most customers. In that way

another type of action trigger a lead nurturing campaign? Certainly!

you can identify what offers to use for different drip marketing campaigns.
In the screenshot below the gray line indicates the average conversion rate
of all landing pages and the orange line indicates the performance of a
specific page. So if you ever can’t pick one out of a few good offers, you can
compare them to one another and make a decision based on real data.

This type of lead nurturing, also known as advanced marketing automation,
is what many sophisticated marketing professionals seek to implement.
It gives companies more flexibility and opportunities to target interested
users at the right time. HubSpot’s advanced marketing automation, for
instance, enable you to send a custom series of emails based on a range
of conditions, e.g. when people click a specific call-to-action, visit a specific
page on your website or even mention a certain keyword on Twitter.

Share This Ebook!
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Your landing page
analytics should
reflect the trajectory
of your sales funnel.
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user visits a page
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user clicks on CTA
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guidelines for mapping
content to 5 lead stages
To make your lead nurturing campaigns as organic as possible, you’ll need
to match them to your leads’ level of engagement with your company.

M

Content Mapping: a planned content structure
within a lead nurturing campaign
Use the following stages to identify how far along in the sales cycle your
leads are and what type of content should be mapped for them in a lead
nurturing campaign.

Based on their behavior, each lead will be allotted a lead nurturing
campaign that guides them down different paths aligned with their interests.
The path for these segments is pre-arranged in a system called content
mapping. Content mapping is the process for lead nurturing by which a
marketing team prepares and organizes relevant and valuable content.
Leads need to be guided in a specific way based on their placement in the
sales cycle. By understanding where in the buying cycle they are, you can
provide them with content they want or need.

1

awareness

The stage during which leads are determining if they have a need for your product or service. A
lead in this stage should start off with introductory, top-of-the-funnel content to become more
familiar with your brand. This includes blog posts, ebooks, social media CTAs, and other top-ofthe-funnel content that doesn’t require much commitment.

information search

2

The stage during which leads want more information on why your product or service is valuable to
them. This type of lead is looking for more commitment, so demos and free trials of your product
will likely perform well in this stage.
Share This Ebook!
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evaluation

The stage during which leads are researching possible alternatives and deciding which product or
service is the best fit for them. It’s important to boost your ego in this phase, make it clear to the
prospective customer that your company is the right choice. Consider mentioning announcements
of awards and recognitions to further convince them of the value of your company.

4

purchase

The stage during which leads have a desire for reassurance on quality. Although they’re reaching
the end of the sales cycle, they still need to be nurtured and convinced that they made the right
decision. Customer testimonials are a great way to increase confidence and pride in your product.

5

post-purchase

Lead nurturing doesn’t have to stop with a purchase. Many businesses have the opportunity to

CHAPTER 2

how to run
behaviorbased
marketing
automation

upsell. Use lead nurturing campaigns to show your customers how they can better utilize your
product, be more successful with the purchase they made and potentially upgrade.

Share This Ebook!
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Behavior-based marketing
automation gets triggered after a
user takes an action that brings
them in contact with your company.
Behavior-based marketing automation enables marketers to nurture leads
and send them information when it is most applicable to their point in the
buying cycle. The campaigns get triggered after a user takes an action that
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In HubSpot’s marketing automation feature, workflows are easily created
from a dropdown menu. The condition of workflows, or the action that
initiates the lead nurturing campaign, can be any point of interaction a lead
has had with your company, e.g. an ebook download, a free trial request,
a click on a Contact Us call-to-action or even a Twitter mention. These
conditions set off your automated lead nurturing campaign to pull the lead
further down the sales funnel.

brings them in contact with your company. As mentioned earlier in this
ebook, these interactions can include not only form submissions, but also
visits to specific pages, clicks on certain calls-to-action and other conditional
rules. By matching a condition to a lead nurturing campaign, you create a
workflow.

workflow: matching a conditional rule to
a series of automated emails
A workflow is the path chosen for a particular type of lead in a lead nurturing
campaign. It consists of a series of pre-written emails that guide the lead
toward a more invested role in your business.

Share This Ebook!
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Once you set the fist workflow condition, you can add more steps to it and make it a multi-action
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a workflow example

campaign based on your content map. For instance, you can send one email customized to the
first action the user took and then, a few days later, follow up with another message that prompts
them to get involved in something they haven’t previously done. Here is an example scenario:

Person Visits
About Us Page

e
1 day later

m

Lead Gets an
Email with
a Free Ebook

if person didn’t
download ebook

Lead Gets an

3 days later

m

Email with
Webinar Invite
The email content you use should feel natural to the lead. For example, imagine you do marketing
for a real estate company and a prospect downloaded your landscaping ebook. You can create a

Depending on the recipient’s actions, marketing automation takes the prospect down a different

lead nurturing campaign by indicating “landscaping ebook” as the condition of the workflow and

path on the content map you designed. Think of lead nurturing as a flowchart, where every

add steps to move the lead further down the sales funnel. The second email they receive could

action is a fork in the road. The path will change depending on the prospect’s decisions at

discuss your company’s listings of houses with beautiful front yards and highlight a call-to-action to

different intersections. Carefully planning the flow of your emails will help you create well-rounded

contact a realtor. An additional workflow can start if the lead clicks on that Contact A Realtor CTA.

campaigns that strengthen the company and prospect relationship while pulling your leads through

Share This Ebook!
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the funnel.
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Integrate your lead nurturing
campaigns with other aspects of your
marketing to increase the efficiency
and reach of your campaigns.

”

0

It’s important to integrate your lead nurturing

campaigns with other aspects of your marketing
to increase the efficiency and reach of your
campaigns. In fact, it’s impossible to run

effective lead nurturing campaigns in isolation.
They are so closely tied to landing page

creation, analytics and email marketing that you
need to view all these elements as part of an
ever-changing ecosystem.

The HubSpot all-in-one marketing software recreates this natural ecosystem
in an effort to prevent you from having to visit a number of different tools to
launch a sophisticated lead nurturing campaign. In this section we will look
at some ways in which lead nurturing relies on and impacts other marketing
elements.

Share This Ebook!
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Integration with Landing Pages

Integration with other pages

Once someone has become a lead, they should be exposed to content that is most likely to

Besides landing pages, your lead nurturing emails can promote other web pages that help you

eventually convert them into a customer. There are a few different ways to track your most

acquire new customers. For instance, your Case Studies or Testimonials page would be something

optimized content. One is analyzing the success of landing pages in generating customers for your

you might want to include in a drip marketing campaign. In this context, you need access to a

business. The landing pages that yield the most customers should be included in lead nurturing

report that shows you which of your website pages yield the most customers.

emails.
The HubSpot Conversion Assists report serves this goal, telling you which pages impacted the
The HubSpot Landing Page Analytics tool can sort your landing pages by number of customers

buying process. It indicates which pages help leads to a purchase decision. High-ranking pages

acquired, so you can see which middle-of-the-funnel content results in the most customers.

in the conversion assist report should be included in your lead nurturing campaign because they

For HubSpot, for instance, live demo requests and free trials yield the most customers and are

have the highest probability of converting a lead into a customer.

therefore promoted in lead nurturing campaigns to drive leads down the funnel.

Share This Ebook!

This landing page brought 10

customers in the selected time frame .
www.Hubspot.com

163 customers in this onemonth time frame saw
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integration with email marketing
When you set up lead nurturing campaigns, you should be able to reuse content that you have
already created for your email marketing program. If you have drafted an email send for an
individual email promotion, it’s a reasonable expectation to want to use that same copy in a lead
nurturing email. So much in marketing has to do with repackaging content, after all!
This is something that we at HubSpot recognize, so we enable you to send an email in a few
different ways: sending it instantly, scheduling it for a one-time send or including it in a marketing
automation workflow.
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integration with social media
Social integration promotes sharing of
the content and can impact the overall
effectiveness of your lead nurturing
campaign. People want to share the content
that they enjoy reading, so, as a marketer, you
should make that sharing process easier for
your recipients.

m

Research continues to show that social isn’t just a B2C platform.
		

of the top 20% of B2B marketers that generate leads

			

through social media integrate email with social media,

			

compared to the industry average of

65%

51%

			-- Aberdeen Research
So what are the ways in which you can integrate social media into your lead nurturing campaigns?
There are two key ways—adding social media sharing links and social media follow links in your
email copy.

Share This Ebook!
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Adding social sharing and follow buttons to your emails is easy and can have a huge impact on
your reach and click-through-rate.
Social media follow

Social media sharing

how to segment & integrate lead nurturing

integration with
closed-loop analytics
In order to understand the true impact of your lead

29

0

Different than social sharing buttons, “follow

A GetResponse analysis reported that email

me” links enable email recipients to connect

newsletters with social sharing buttons had

with you via social with one click. This is a way

115% higher CTR than those that didn’t.

to not only grow social reach, but also to create

When nurtured leads share your content with

more touch points for you leads to interact with

their networks, it extends the reach of your

your company. The more points of contact a

content and brand. Social sharing can create

Closed-loop analytics allows you to closely track a lead’s journey through the sales funnel, from

lead has with your company, the more solidified

new leads while nurturing the existing ones.

being a first-time visitor into becoming a customer. Closed-loop marketing gives you full insight into

your brand and messaging will be.

nurturing campaign, you need to have an integration with
closed-loop marketing and track the number of customers
resulting from your efforts.

the paths through which your leads travel, pointing out areas in your sales funnel you should invest
in specifically. It’s essential to integrate closed-loop reporting into your lead nurturing system
because you can fully understand the process a nurtured lead took to purchase and tailor future
efforts accordingly.
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“

Remember: in lead nurturing,
your goal is not to generate
leads; it’s to generate customers.

conclusion
& additional
resources

Remember, your end goal as a marketer engaged in lead nurturing is not to

”

generate leads; it’s to generate customers. Lead nurturing enables you to
control the journey that a person takes from lead conversion to customer
conversion, so be confident in the direction you are taking them.
Now that you understand how and why lead segmentation works and how
to optimize their journey through the sales cycle, it’s time to start nurturing!
With the right marketing automation, an expertly segmented campaign, and
cross-platform integration, you’ll be able to generate more qualified leads for
your sales team and more customers for your company. Now get out there
are start nurturing your future customers!
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TUrn leads
into customers
Easily create optimized lead nurturing campaigns and get
better at engaging your leads.
Get a free demo of HubSpot!

http://bit.ly/Awesome-Demo
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